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1.  Fundamental processes
     that determine an
     electromagnetic  shower

2.  Mathematical methods
     to study the  average
     development  of a shower



An electromagnetic shower
is formed  by 3 particles



Carl Anderson 
“Wilson chamber”

Published: march 15, 1933
Great Discovery 
in Cosmic Ray 



6 mm
Lead plate

63 MeV

23 MeV



  

Nobel Prize in Physics  1936

Carl  Anderson
Discovery of   the positron

Victor Hess
Discovery of   Cosmic Rays

Balloon Flights
of 1911/1912
h > 5000 meters.

 shared between:



Paul M. DIRAC

had predicted
in 1930

the existence 
of the positron

The “Dirac equation”

[The most 
beautiful equation
in Physics ? ]



 Matter

Anti-Matter



Paul Dirac
 For each 

 particle
 there is  an 

 anti-particle
 With the same mass 
 but  opposite charger

.............



Development of  “Quantum electrodynamics”

Electric Force is due to the 
exchange of “virtual photons”



Development of  “Quantum electrodynamics”

Electric Force is due to the 
exchange of “virtual photons”

 Two new processes
 discovered by DIRAC 



“Creation” of an  electron-positron  pair

“Annihilation” of an electron-positron pair



 Creation   of a  'pair'
 in a bubble chamber



 Creation   of a  'pair'
 in a bubble chamber

Continuous
Energy Loss



3 electrons
3.5, 55, 190 MeV

3 positrons
78, 70, 90 MeV



Positron of 480 MeV

0.35 cm  of  Lead

Positron       45  MeV
Positron        31 MeV
“Negatron”   45 MeV









> 300 tracks
15000 MeV



FUNDAMENTAL PROCESSES
in QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

COMPTON SCATTERING

ELECTRON-POSITRON ANNIHILATION

ELECTRON-POSITRON  CREATION



Compton scattering

scattering between an electron (or positron)
[or more in general with a charged particle]
and a photon.



“Normally”  (and historically)
 it is  studied  experimentally in the 

 electron rest frame

m



“Normally”  (and historically)
 it is  studied  experimentally in the 

 electron rest frame

m

Cross section for  Compton Scattering
(as a function of the photon energy)



 dx

Photon crossing a 
layer of material

number density
of the target electron 



 dx

Photon crossing a 
layer of material

number density
of the target electron 



 Cross section for
 electron-photon 
 Compton scattering 

=



 Cross section for
 electron-photon scattering 

“Thomson regime”

 Cross section 
 constant

“Klein-Nishina”

 Cross section 
 ~ 1/E

=



Scattering process
important only for 

electrons/positrons



Bohr Radius

(dimension of the hydrogen atom)



Bohr Radius

(dimension of the hydrogen atom)

“classical radius
  of the electron”



J.J Thomson  (1897)
 
Discovery of the electron



Power emitted 
per unit solid angle

Total emitted power

Larmor's  formula

Classical results
of radiation from an accelerated
electric charge  that has
A small  velocity   (v/c << 1) 

Thomson “classical” analysis



Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, sec.14.8

 Average over polarization
 of incident wave, 
 sum over polarization
 of scattered wave



Electromagnetic  Plane  wave 

Electric field

Acceleration





 Classically, the scattered radiation has the same
 frequency of the incident  wave.

Quantum  mechanically,
in the scattering  between particles 
this  cannot be exactly true, because 
of conservation of energy   and momentum.

Variables in electron  rest frame



 Classically, the scattered radiation has the same
 frequency of the incident  wave.

Quantum  mechanically,
in the scattering  between particles this  cannot be
exactly true, because of conservation of energy 
and momentum.

Variables in electron  rest frame

COMPTON experiment  confirms  Einstein/Planck  theory !
Scattered  light  changes its wavelength



Kinematics of Compton  Scattering 
in the  electron rest frame



COMPTON scattering  cosqrest frame distribution



Total  COMPTON scattering  cross section



Cross sections 
for the 3  processes



Pair Creation (or Annihilation)  cosqcm distribution



Fundamental Processes in 
an electromagnetic Shower:

Bremsstrahlung

Pair Production

[Collision of electrons and positrons 
 with the electrons of the  medium] 



Bremsstrahlung

Pair Creation



Bremsstrahlung

Pair Creation



An electric field  can be considered
as an ensemble of “Virtual Photons”



An electric field  can be considered
as an ensemble of “Virtual Photons”

 A relativistic  electron  traveling near an atomic  nucleus
 sees a field of virtual photons  and can undergo 
 Compton scattering with these virtual photons

 A  photon traveling near an atomic  nucleus
 sees a field of virtual photons  and can undergo 
 process of pair production  “fusing”  with a virtual phtoton 

Bremsstrahlung

Pair Production 



Impact parameter b

 Electron 
 at rest

 Electron (or Positron) 
 with  velocity v

What field of photons sees the moving particle ?



Impact parameter b

 Electron 
 at rest

 Electron (or Positron) 
 with energy E

What field of photons sees the moving particle ?

The particle  sees time-varying electric + magnetic fields



Charged particle at  rest
Particle at Rest



Particle of charge q
Velocity v 

E(t)
B(t)
At point P 



Fields created by a 
charged particle at  rest

(primed  reference  frame  = rest frame system)



Lorentz  Transformation of electromagnetic  Field



Lorentz  Transformation of electromagnetic  Field

0









Fourier analysis of the electromagnetic  wave 









Electron/Photon  interaction with  a nucleus.

Can be seen as an interaction  with a virtual 
photon  of energy 

Virtual 
Photons

b



Number of Virtual photon
per unit area and unit energy
seen at different Impact parameters 

Increasing  b



Extends  only up to a
maximum impact parameter 



m

Considering the “Target Rest Frame



Total Pair  Production Cross section



Total Pair  Production Cross section







Estimate of  bmax  and bmin 

Quantum mechanical 
Effect 
(uncertainty principle)











diverges only 
for

Independent from  
the electron energy  !



Divergent
cross section

Finite  energy 
Loss ]



Radiation
Length



Physical Meaning of the “Radiation Length”

Physical Meaning of the “Pair Length”



The “SPLITTING   FUNCTIONS”



BREMSSTRAHLUNG 

Fully ionized free   nucleus  (approximation of infinite mass)  

High Energy Limit  (Full screening)



PAIR   PRODUCTION

Fully ionized free   nucleus  (approximation of infinite mass)  

High Energy Limit  (Full screening)



Bremsstrahlung



Bremsstrahlung



 Creation   of a  'pair'
 in a bubble chamber



Vertices  :
 theoretically understood
 (and  scaling) 

Radiation Length
(Energy independent)

ELECTROMAGNETIC  SHOWERS

Pair
Production

Brems-
strahlung



Energy Loss   of electrons and positrons

via collisions  with  the 
electron of the medium 



GRAPES   Experiment



 



 



Relativistic charged particle
crossing a layer of material
deposits energy   ionizing the  atoms
of the atomos



Rutherford
Experiment

[Identification of
 the atomic nucleus]



Rutherford and  Geiger



Scattering between two point particles
With electric charge



Rutherford Cross section for  the scattering  between
charged particles, one moving with velocity v
the other at rest 























INTRODUCTION of
ENERGY LOSS  of ELECTRONS  for   COLLISIONS
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